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CHAPTER I
INTRuDtJGTION

~

Purpose
There is a growing interest in the alooholic.

It follows

upon the belated reoognition of the vastness of the problem.
The

problem is one affecting sooiety in serious proportions and

one about which little is known.

Little of significanoe can

be done to prevent its occurrence until the problem is more adequately understood.

The present study is an attempt at under-

standing one small segment of the problem.

Only comparatively

recently has the problem 01' alcoholism begun to reoeive the attention in psychological and psychiatric literature that it deserves.

Presently, more and more psyohologioal and psychiatric

resouroes are being implemented in an attempt to understand alcoholism and the dynamics involved in this conoept.

'l'hese com-

bined resources have revealed oertain dynamic oharacteristics

o~

tra1ts whioh are oonsistently found in an alooholio population.
Among these characteristics is "dependency," a word which has
virtually become synonymous with alcoholism.

By the nature of

the present study, "dependency'" must be defined in acoord with
the definition employed in the research tool being used in this
study.

This will be discussed later in another chapter.
1
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!h! General Purpose
The present study is an attempt to examine personality factors as measured by the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule
(EPPS) as found in alccholics and as found in the non-alcoholic

brothers of these

sa~e

alcoholics.

It is further an attempt to

see what quantitative differences in EPPS scores can be found
that signifioantly differentiate these two groups.
groups were matched according to

age~

The two

education and number of

years in the home or parental situation.
The above study is unique.

It carefully

controls

in

areas of importance, sex, age, education, ani number of years
in the home situation.

It is further unique in that the two

groups are composed of siblings.
literature failed to turn up

Careful examination of the

any studies other than win

studies in which siblings were matched and compared.

Perhaps

it is the time factor involved which has inhibited research
of this nature.
coor-:~ration

There is also a problem of gaining of the

of subjects who are not part of a captive body in

a hospital setting.

Nevertheless, difficulties such as these

should not allow an important area of knowledge to go unsought
and unexamined.

Certainly the comparison of subjects of the

nature of brothers, so inherently matched, constitutes a valuable object of research and investigation in psychology.
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A major goal of psychological research today is the eventual prevention of pathology.

In order to work toward this

end, there must be an attempt to discover the factors which contribute to the pathological process in a specific

i~dividual.

One way of doing this is examini.ng personality traits or characteristics present in certain individuals, an1 comparing the
degree to which these same traits exist in in1ividuals subject
to similar early life experiences.

It is, indeed, a generally

acknowledged fact the. t early life experienoes a re of very significant importance in the formation of certain traits and
characteristics foun! in an individual.

Once it is known that

certain traits or behavior patterns exist to a greater extent
in one group than in another of similar background, it is then
in order to try to explain the presence of such patterns in ,.:,
the one group and not in the other.

Explanations in the form of

theory may then be put to strict and well controlled emperical
~

test.

If it can be explained how a pathological behavior pat-

tern is brought about, certainly the next step is one of prevention.

By this is meant an organized effort to eliminate the

factors or experiences contributing to the pathological formation of personality.
The instrument (EPPS) used in measuring personality
characteristics in the present study was selected
reasons.

i'Ol~

several

The nature of t he imposition upon the purely volun-

tary subjects necessitated a relatively convonient instrument

4

to complete and one which could be completed in a relatively
short time.

In addition to the above factors, the limited time

and financial resources of the investigator prohibited the use
of a test battery or of more time consuming projeotive teohniques.

Of the instruments available meeting the above qualifi-

cations, the Edwards was chosen largely because of an apparent
emperically demonstrated ability to measure "dependencytl, the
trait or characteristic of particular interest in the present
study.

It is of sincere regret to the writer that more could

not be done with such a valuable sample as was gathered in the
present study.
The present study fits into the above scheme or research ap-

proach.

It has, at the ex.pense of considerable time and incon-

venience, probed into a sig;nif'icant but neglected area" of personality research.
Quality of research is all too often sacrificed at the altar
of time, and personal convenience.

Difficult and time-consuming

study of acknowledged value is all too often relegated to the
wastebasket of tomorrow.

Theses frequently

beco~

scholastic

necessary evils and topics of research are chosen with a sharp
eye towards personal comfort and a

mintm~~

of effort.

It was

the desire of the writer to investigate, within the limits of
available resources, an area of personality research largely
ignored with an eye toward significantly contributing to the
body of knowledge of human behavior.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF '1'HE RELATED LITERATURE

"Dependency" as stated earlier, has been very closely associated with the alcoholic.

The literature reveals frequent

findings that alcoholics are generally more dependent than the
non~alcoholic

population.

Zwerling (1959) studied a group of forty-six white alcoholic
males between the ages of 20 and

56,

twenty-three of whom had

not been drinking alcoholic beverages for two or more years.
These were members of AA (Alcoholics Anonymous) and comprised
Group I.

Twenty-three men were currently drinking excessively

and these men comprised Group II.

Each sub ject was interviewed

by a psychiatrist for four or five hours.

In addition, a battery

of prOjective and perceptual tests, a series of metabolic measures, a physical examination, and a social history from the subject's wife or parent were obtained.

The men in Group I were

volunteers reoruited from local AA clubs.

Those in Group II were

selected from among the actively drinking patients under treatment at an alcoholic clinic.

The groups were matched in age, dur-

ation of problem drinking, severity of alcoholism (as indicated
by the number of hospitalizations and episodes of delirium tremens, arrests and divorces) and duration of contact with AA.
'1'he purpose of forming these two groups was to reduce the
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confusion of contributing forcos in the development of alcoholism with the consequences of prolonged alooholism.
The authors concluded that the subjeots studied were unmistakably unique individually, but yet an impression of similarity was noted to run through the entire group.

When the de-

tails of the varying behavior patterns could be set aside, the
subjects, accordIng to tho authors, could be seen to have strikingly oharacteristic adaptive mechanisms and character traits.
The traits were schizoid tendencies, dependenoe, depression,
hostility, and sexual immaturity, all found to be present to a
notable degree.

Ooncerning dependenoy, the authors noted that

the adaptive approaoh to the alcoholics tested was to achieve
securi ty t hrough

th~

efforts of otr18rs to provide care.

It was

determined that, in view of the "schizoid" pattern noted, dependenoy was seldom reflected in a direct passive-receptive attitude
toward a particular person.

More frequently, it was felt to con-

sist of a concealed and diffuse aspeot of ambivolent relationships with people or instItutions as opposed to a
pendent relationship.

trustin~;,

de-

The authors concluded that dependent per-

sons tend to form guarded, taking types of relationships with
other persons.
The above oonclusions were based purely upon the four or

five hour psychiatrio interviews, which raises the question of
possible investigator bias.

However, the authors stated that

the character traits cited in the interviews we:re supported in
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the findings of the psychological testing, as well as the data
from the perceptual tests and social histories.

The possibility

of investigator bias still exists, however, regarding the psychological testing and the authors di·j not discuss it in their
presentation.

It is not known what in the psychological tests

suggested, for example, that the subject

w~s

dependent.

S1m11ar

study must involve a control group of non-alCOholic moderate
drinkers matched aocording to age, education, and socio-economic
status.

Strict and objective empirical methods must also be

brought intosuoh an investigation, especially in regard to the
hand11ng of data.

SUCh methods are seemingly lacking in the

study being reviewed.
This study is valuable a a a preliminary investigation which
has revealed the value in further investigation ot a similar,
yet more thorough nature.

It 1s unique in ita interdisciplin-

8.1rf approach to the study of alcoholism which 1s desira.ble 1n

really oonstruotive r esearoh.

In addition, the attempt is 1n

keeping with a new, broader conoept of etiology now evident in
the literature.

This concept

ass~s

the inter-action of physio-

chemical psychologioal, and sociological
to be basic in the development of suoh

p~ed1spo8ing

di8o~de~s

factors

as alooholism.

One ot the most unique, interesting and adequate studies
done in relation to alcoholiSM and dependency was by Witkin,
Karp, and Goodenough (1959).

The authors were interested in

perception as related to personality.

preliminary studies sug-

8
geated that the perception-personality.relationship might have
particular relevance to the study of the personality of alooholios.

The investigators were particularly concerned with the oon-

oept of dependency, a ohAraoteristic which they noted to be oommonly asoribed to alooholics.

The authors attempted to determine,

thl'ough the use of a well-studied field dependent-lmependent
peroeptual .funotion, whether alcoholics are, In effeot, charaoterized by peroeptual dependency_

The authors defined per-

oeptual dependenoe as a tendency to rely upon established struoture in the peroeptual field.
T~nby

mwn reoruited from psyohiatric wards, each having

a history of alooholism and admitted to the hospital in the
course of an aoute alcoholic episode, were subjeots in this
experiment.

Subjects with subnormal intelligenoe and those

displaying any signs of organic impairment (other than that
regularly associated with alcoholism) were not used.

It is

not mentioned what methods were used as criteria for these determinations.

The group ranged in age from 20 to 40 years,

with a mean ago of 30.1.
The records ot a group of

51

college men who had partici-

pated in a different study were used for purposes of oomparison,
However, the oollege and alcoholio groups were different in
many important ways.

They differed in age, eduoation, ethnic

and religious background.

The authors felt that tor this

first survey experiment, the oollege group provided a "base
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line" to determine whether the results in the alcoholic group
were in the expeoted direotion.
Each subjeot was administey'ed three different tests of perceptual funotion:

tha body-adjustment test (bat), the rod and

frame test (rft), and the embedded-figures test (eft), all of
which have been shown to provide roliable, valid anl
measures of perceptual dependenoe.

0

bjective

The average of the stand-

ard scores the subject obta.imd on these three tests was com-

puted to provide a perceptual index.

Positive index scores re-

flected a tendency toward field dependent peroeption; negative
index scores, a tendency toward field in«ependent peroeption.
A mean index score of

+.86 was obtained from the alooholio

group as compared to a. mean in1ex seore 01' .00 in the group
of college students.

This difference suggested to the a.uthors

ths.t alcoholics, as a group, are more field dependent in peroeption than non-alooholics.
A seoond eXperiment essentially duplicating the first was
conduoted.

However, in this study, attempts were m&da to con-

trol for age, education and ethno-religious background.

Again,

the results suggested that alooholics are more field dependent
than non-alcoholic subjects.

The authors felt that these re-

sults substantially

those in the i'irat experiment.

confir'~ned

A third experiment

iN '13

con1uo ted in order to determine

whether the greater field dependenoe of alcoholios was associ-

ated with pathology itself, rather than with alcoholism, as

10
such.

In order to test this possibility, alcoholics wer'e com-

pared regarding perception to a control group of psychiatrio
patients who were not alcoholic.
oor::l1ng; to age.

The groups were matched ao-

The same three tests of perceptual fleld de-

pendence employed in experiment one and two were used here.
The results suggested to the authors that psychopathology, per
se, is not a likely source of the differences betweon control
and alcoholic subjects obtained in experiment one and two.

It

Is, tho authors concluded, the partieular form of pathology,
alcoholism, whioh appears to be assooiated with field-dependent
perceptual performance.
Witkin anj his colleagues related perceptual dependenoe
with dependence eXisting between persons.

The authors under-

took a separate investigation of the personality Characteristics of individuals with different modes of perception.

They

believed their findings demonstrated that people with a more
field dependent mode of perceiving tend to be characterized by
passivity in dealing with the environment; by lack of s el:f ...
esteem; and by the possession of a relatively primitive and undifferentiated body image.

People who were more field independ-

ent in their perceptions were found to tend toward activity and
independence in relation to environment, by better control
of their own impulses, higher self-esteem, and a more differentiated and mature body image.
The authors stressed that field dependent peroeptual performance reflects a general personality constellation rather
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than an a1ooholio symptom, per se.

They postulated that this

mode of perceiving ocours in oonsistent association with alcoholism because persons with such a personality commonly
adopt alcoholism as a way to handle their difficulties.

The

authors then expeoted the other groups charaoterized by marked
passivity, and poor self-differentiation, to also perform in a
field dependent manner.

Witkin an'! ass')cia tea aoting on Lolli!.

and others' suggestion that obese people and alcoholics display
similar personality structure, undertook a study of the perceptual functionIng of obese persons.

Initial results led the

authors to suggest that obese persons are markedly field-dependent in perception.

A study by Gordon of ulcer patients,

another group often described as dependent, suggested that, as
a group, they are markedly field dependent.

These studies put

forth a substantial argument for the validity of the relationship between perceptual dependence and interpersonal dependence.
It is obvious that further studies are necessary before such a
relationship can be posited with certainty.
Witkin and associates felt that an assooiation between alcoholism and a partioular mode of perceiving seems well established.

If so, the question remains as to whether a field de-

pendent mode of perceiving reflects an underlying predisposition
toward alcoholism or is, in some way, a oonsequenoe of it.
This i.etermination can be made only through long range studies
of the perceptual functioning of a large group of subjeots beginning at an age well below that at whioh alcoholism usually

12

first rnani.fests itself.
This is one of the better stujies beoause peroeption may
be studied under oareful1y controlled laboratory conditions.

This study has employed special test methods making it possible
to obtain clinically meaningful information by reliable, fairly well controlled, and objeotive means.

In addition, contra",-

to so many studies dealing with dependency ,the conoept is ,.el1
defined and spelled out.

More stUdies are neoessary in order

to determine the nature of the relationship, if any, between
perceptual dependence and interpersonal dependenoe.

Fur~ler

studies must be done employing even tighter controls, larger
samples, end more adequately matohed groups.

Until this is

done, the validity and reliabilIty of the above studies is
still open to doubt.

It has been a good and fruitful beginning.

Many psyohologists, partioularly those influenoed by Adler,
theorize that naternal pampering and over proteotion is a causative agent in alooholism.

Adler ree..soned that alooholism, with

its attendant feelings ot interiority, is a result of ohildhood
pampering, ooddling and indulgence, and that the inability of
suoh a child to faoe the demands of society and reality causes
hlm to turn to alccr..ol to resolve hiE feelingR.

McOord and MCCOI'd (1959) attempted to put this theory to an
empirioal test.

The original project began in 193.5 and included

650 boys, both "normal" and "predelinquent. 1f

By the time the

data wa,s0lUlalyzed, about 2.5 years later, ten per cent of the
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subjects
centago

had become alcoholics.
~f

event~ually

It was found that a lower per-

those who experienced overt rejection by thoir mothers
became aleoholic3

th~.n

ter1'latGly lov1.ns and rejecting.

those \-lhose mothers were al-

or the

One third

latter group

had bseo:me alcoholics in their thirties.
To teat the roln of maternal behs.vior to'Hard the child 1 ..1
relation to later de-lTolopment \.)f alcoholism in

th:::~t

child,

}faCord and McCord attempted to measure two aspects of the ::nothE'o .. ',':
ers' behavior;

th~t

is, the mothers of the subjects mentioned

above who later became alcoholic.

catef~orize~l

First, they

the

degree to which the subjects' mothers haC. encouraged dependenoy
invbkdir sons and welcomed babyish behavior.

Boys, subjected to

such maternal behavioI", the. authors reasoned, migh.t be expeoted,
'-(

given Adlerian premesis, to have a high rate of alcoholism.
was found that th1.s was not the case.

Th~-rteen

It

per cent of the

70 boys whose mothers strongly encouraged dependency beoame alcoholics.

Nineteen per oent of the 1)4 boys who reoeived only

moderate or weak encouragement for dependency became alooholics.
Secondly, the authors attempted to rate the degree to whioh

a mother restricted her childts activity. Some mothers appar·

ently wished their

~hildren

to be

dep~ndent

upon them.

They

sheltered their boys at all times, seleoting their friends and
activ~ ~~ios

td th great oare, ann geoo.Ndly restrictaJ tha

velopment of independence in their boys.

de-

It was found that the

over .. prote~";ed children did not have a higher rate of alcohol-

ism than the boys who were left relatively unguided by their
mothers.

Ten per cent of the 62 highly restricted boys became

alcoholic, while nineteen per cent of the 117 boys who were
either normally or subnormally restricted became aloOholios.
Thus neither of these findings tended to support the Adlerian
interpretation as viewed by the authors.

The authors theoret-

ically concluded, however, that dependency, conflict, rather than
dependency, per se, is at the heart of the problem of

a1coholis~

McOord and McOord theor1zed that the pre-alooholic is involved in an endless quest to satisfy strong needs to be dependent.

However, in this culture, suoh a need for a male is

frowned upon and, thereby, such an ind1vidual has difficulty
in aocepting th1s need.

Alcohol, for such a person, can simul-

taneously furnish feelings of dependence and allow him to maintain his ideal image of masoulinity by 1ndulging in a he-mants
pleasure, drinking.

When finally, the authors

reaso~d,:,tlw.~gh

the effects of prolonged exc •• sive drinking, the self-image of

the independent he-man breaks down, alcoholism develops.
Th1s study was included in the present paper because it is
one of the first longitudinal investigations of the complicated
problem of development of alcoholism in the individual.

The

study is unique in that it 18 one of the few stUdies where

8.

large group of children have been observed 1n every aspect of
their daily lives and this data rela.ted to early adult behavior.
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The authors have submitted psychological theory
test.

to an empirical

This research oan be repeated and it is susceptible to

statistioal analysis.
The authors, themselves, qualify their own research.

They

list objections whiCh oould be made to the standards and to the
method ot their research.

Those who argue that a metabolio dis-

order is responsible for alooholism may argue that regular physical examinations do not inolude subtle metabolic tests which
they would regard as necessary.

Those of psychoanalytio inolina-

tion may argue that behavioral measurements of suoh traits as
"oralIty· tail to unoover the deeper processes at work.
The relevance of the authors' theory- of "categorIes" used
tor statistical analysis appears open to question.

In addition,

the data was aocumulated primarily from the reports of sooial
workers who regularly visited the homes of these children.

Just

hoW' the data was determined is not specifically spelled out,
which prevents adequate analysis and criticism of the process.
Psychiatrio and psyohological interviews also were used.

From

what is known, the study appears to be vulnerable to the arguments that it is based upon

'.i*~hal

insights and impressions

rather than upon sound empirical evidenoe.

In addition, this

research was limited to a vary speoific section of Eastern United
States, two cities, to be exact, which does not permit generalization of the findings to other populations or to the general
population.
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This study is, however, a beginming of the type of study,
(longitudinal), necessary and seemingly fruitful in the understanding of the problem of alcoholism, its genesis, etiology,
anil dynamio s.
Sources in the literature, influenced by psychoanalytic
theory, oonstantly indicate in alcoholios the presence of "orality", usually associating such with oharacter traits of 1mmaturity and dependenoy.

Psychoanalytio writers differ regard-

ing the basic personality charaoteristios of the alcoholic, but
they generally include dependency as a prime component of their
:: ,;:;.:mulat ions.
Many theorists have elaborated on Freud's original oral
ooncept, and oral fixation has often been held to bh:';tae; 801.
cause of alcoholism.

The basic psyoholnalytic viewpoint has

probably been expressed most concisely by Fenichel {l94Sll
renicE.el1.plaoed the blfl..'1l$ for alooholism upon the existence of
external misery and frustration whiCh a person wants to get rid
of.

There is a wish to replace these painful feelings with

pleasurable ones.

Alcohol, for some reason, becomes the agent

which produoes such an effect.

Fenichel described alcoholism

as an impulse neurosis, based upon frunily relationships which
have created specific oral frustrations in childhood.
Penlchel listed two consequences of these early frustrations which are significant in alcoholism:
oral fixation and homosexual tendencies.

the development of
Unconsoious oral and
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homosexual impulses are,

1.n

a senae. acted out in the drinking

bout, during which the external frustrations imposed by reality
are dimmed and the internal inhibitions are removed from conscIousness.

Fenichel held that an oral, narcissistic and pre-

morbid personality may be predisposed to alcoholism or some
type of' additition.
Lorand (1945), surveying the psychoanalytic literature on
alcoholism up to 1945, found the common features attributed to
the personality struoture of alcoholics were strong homosexual
tendenoies and oral oravings.
'rhe idea. that psychic dependency is etiologioally signifI ...
cant in alcoholism seems to have originated in a distinction
made by F'reud (1925) between the naroissistic (self) and anaolictic (cependent) love.

However, the

particula~

application

of the dependency hypothesis of alcoholism as a symptom of unresolved oedipal oonflicts has been attributed to

F.r6~i

(1912).

Ferenzi held that emotional immaturity and homosexual trends
were the chief prerequisits of this disorder.

Drinking, then,

for Ferenzi, represented regression to an infantile level of
oral gratification symbolized by the centering of attention
upon the bottle.
A glance at the literature concerning alcoholism reveals
the abundant influence of psychoanalytic theory.

Terms

s~ch

dependency, orality, and homosexuality, are widely used but
rarely carefully defined.

Writers many times seem to assume

as

18
a universally similar interpretation of tiDse terms, which is
not warranted.

"orality", for example, can refer to specific

character traits such as:
and

dependenoy upon others;

im~turity;

arrestation at very early developmental levels.

It can also

be used to reter to smoking, thumb suoking, and othor such behavior.

Theorizing regarding alcoholism is oomplioated by the

faot that alcohol Is ingested through the mouth, so that, at
times, orality takes on a specifio, literal meaning.

Thus the

literature often fails to adequately define the meaning of these
terms, leaving the reader to assl..Utl6 the author' a particular
meaning.
One of the difflculties standing in the way 01' rigorous
testing of the dependency theory of alooholism has been this
failure to aohieve clear definitions and empirioal roeferents for
dependency, immaturoity .. etc.

This defect is not limited to psy-

choanalytic contributions to the literature,

by any means.

Lemert (1962), suggested that a great part ot the difficulty in psychoanalytic theory and in the psyohiatrio interpretation may be due to the emphasis plaoed upon the latent,
or hidden, aspeots of

person::..:.1.~1::r

variety of overt actions.

'..t.:.L:,h can be expressed in a

This would seem to allow wide areas

of inferring the existence of dependency from several kinds
of behavior.

When this is done informally or impressionlstioally

from case history or olinical matter, it can make replioation
almost impossible.

The result, aocording to Lammert, is often
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that studies following this procedure limit the value of oumulative researoh.
Len:Jrl'ert ooncluded that dependeney is neither a suffioient
nor a neoessary oause of alcOholism.
ent

ooc~renee

Yet, he eited the appear-

of dependency in a substantial portion of cases

as requiring explanation.
Lisansky (1960), pointed out that frequently tho analysis of
case histories, and often

psyoholo~loal

test researoh,

oonduoted

within the framework of psychoanalytio theIDry, have seemed to
justify the oonclusion, psyohiatrioally,
find just

a

1.t

is possible to

bout what one wants to find in a group ,')1' 1.".ooholios.

A osse is chosen, test data interpreted to

dem~nstrate

a point

of theory when really. this is not a valid test of the point of

thAo"y,
~isansky

(1960), suggested that the psychoanalytiC theory

on alooholism may need revision and modernization to take

"nt:~

aooount inoreasing information about tho physiological and sociological aspects of alcoholism,
ohoanalytic thought itself.

a.nd

changing ideas within psy-

Several recent papers by Riggins

(1953) and Levy (1958), and Zwerllng (1959), have moved in this

direotion.
Psychoanalytic theory has made a definite contribution to
the study of alcoholism.

This no one would deny.

Yet,

theor6tioe.l for!l1Ulat1ons, assumed to be operating in

t~ese

alooholi<;:~A

appeaB to be based primarily upon clinioal insights and impres-
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sions, rather than upon sound empirical evidence and rigorous
experimental control.

Clinical observations and test results

may well suggest generalizations which would lend themselves to
suoh empirical verification.

Experimental methods employing all

phases of psychological, social, physiologioal, and whatever acoeptable and appropriate methods of
employed.

8

tudy are available must be

AlCOholics then may be compared with other equated

groups of normal, pathologioal, and other alcoholic individuals.
Until this is done, psychoanalytic assumptions regarding alcoholism must be considered unter1tied possibilities.
Dependency and alcoholism have long been associated in the
literature.

However, there have been

ve~

few really adequate

stUdies dealing with the concept ot dependency as related to
alcoholism.

The writer has a.ttempted to review the more scien-

tifioally adequate studies on this problem.
leave much to be desired.
Studies employing

Even these studies

However, they are a beginning.

~reliable,

well controlled and objective

experimental methods, in which dependency is carefully define4

in operational terms, are few, indeed.

Effective research

~e

quires specifio, reliable, and quantitatively expressed indioations of personality.

The development of such indicators has

proven to be difficult but not impossible as Witkin and

othe~

investigators have shown.
Any study ot alcoholic traits or personality types may be
oriticized beoause of the lack of a representative sample.

It
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is, ot oourse, difficult for the average investigator to obtain
a representative sample of a large population.

However, the

real error, it seems, lies in the tendency to extend findings
limited to specific groups of alcoholics to alcoholios in general.
What may be true of one group of alcoholics, may not be true of
another group chosen at a different time and plaoe, even if by
apparently identical methods.

The failure to appreoiate this

difference may be partly responsible for much of the confusing
and oontradiotory findings so abundant in the literature.
The present study B.ttempts not to prove whether a oertain
trait, dependenoy in this (:ase, exists as
cohollo~s

Ii

rule within the al-

"personality" or oharaoter struoture.

It is an at-

tempt to examine a oonoept - "dependency, It which empirioal investigation has shown to exist in most alcOholics to a somewhat
exaggerated degree - to examine it as it exists in alcoholics
and in the non-alcoholio brothers of these alooholios at Chioago's
Alcoholic Treatment Center.
The present study attempts to use a non-projective teohnique, the Edwards Personal Preferenoe Sohedule (E.P.P.S.) to
examine personality faotors whioh are found in alcoholics and to
oompare these with those personality factors found in their nonalcoholic brothers.

Muny projective and non-projeotive tech-

niques have been used with alcoholics.

However, nearly all of

these studies have compared alcoholics with non-alcoholics both
normals and psyohiatric patients, but not with siblings or blood
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relatives.

The present study attempts to compare blood brothers,

raised by the same people, in approxDnately the same

envlron~ent.

There is not, to the knowledge of the writer, a single study ap-

pear iug in the literature in which this ha
11 with alcoholics.

bean don;), part icular

In addition, no study was f'ound in the lit-

erature in whiCh the EPPS was used with an alcoholic group.
It is appropriate, at this point. to more carefully examine
the measuring instrument, the EPPS.
R:1~.labillty

and

!'~ .........,.s,

"Sooial Desirability"

Validity will be discussed, as well as the

rationale for u.sing the EPPS as a measure of Dependency.
Norms
Normative data have been developed for two groups of subjects:

coll&2;e students am arlults.

The college sample was com-

posed of high school graduates with some college training.
sample consisted of 749

colle~e

This

women and 760 0011eg3 men, as

widely spread in age as was possible.

They were majors in a

wid~

variety of different areas.
The adult samples were composed of male and female household heads who were members of a consumer purchase panel used
for market surveys in urban and rural areas of 1181 countiesj

48

states (1957).

The conSum8r panel consisted of 5105 house-

holds.

The EPPS was completed by 40)1 male and 4932 female sub.

jects.

Percentile norms were developed for each sex and means

a.nd standard deviat ions were found for each variable.

Differ-

ences were found between adult and college norm samples.

The
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manual states that despite differenoes in absolute scores, all
differences between sex groups were in the same direction for
both college and adult norm groups.

Anastasi (1961) notes that

th& large and significant mean differences found between the
oollege sample and the oonsumer panel highlights the need for
speoifio group norms in this and other personality tests.

The

high potential applioability of this test warrants further and
more extensive normative work.
Sooial Desirabilltl
In the EPPS, an attempt has been made to reduoe the tendenoy
of subjects to respond in the socially approved direotion by
pairing items pertaining to differing needs for personality
traits but having similar social desirability scale values and
presenting them to the subject in a forced choice format.

Each

of the fifteen variables in the EPPS is paired twice with each
of the other variables, and the subject chooses the goal or behavior he prefers in each pair.
Statement pairs

oornn~ising

items were matohed withrespeot

to the social desirability of soale values.

These statements

were soaled by usine the psychologioal scaling method of suocessive intervals desoribed by Edwards and Thurstone.
of

Correlations

.8.5 were found between the Soclal Desirability (S.D.) of scale

value s and the paired statements making up items.

The desir-

ability scale value of a statement was obtained as a result
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of performing oertain operations on a set of observations obtained under specific conditions by subjeots in the jud[;lng group
While Edwards obtained his normative data from a large number of oolleges throughout the country, only University of
Washington students were used as judges of the social desirabilit.
of his items.

However, Klett (1957) reported data in which so-

oial desirability ratings ot the sincle items obtained from
widely differing groups (high school Rtudents .. Nisei, Norwegians)
~0rrelated

highly with the ratings.

Edwards (1959) presented evidenoe in the manual that social
desirability had been minimized as a faotor influencing responses
to EPPS Items.

Evidence is limite<i primarily to h1p',h school

graduates with some college experience.

Edwards interpreted his

findings as apparent indication that social desirability w as not

a major factor influencing scores on the EPP3 variahles or scales
Edwards {1959, p. 23} stated uFoI' samples from this population (college students) we mayexpec+, stability in the sooial desirability soale value of the statements.

It is obvious that

what is considered desirable or undesirable in the way of personality traits is oulturally deterrilined.

SociB.l desirahility

scale values of the statement may, therefore, vary from aultut'e

to culture or from group to group."
Edwards (1957) cited several independent experiments

~e:mon

stra.tlng that, lmen judged in terms of genere,l cultural norms,
the social desirability (3D) of items rem·().ins retl1arka.bly stable
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in groups, differing in age, sex, education, socioeconomic level,

or natio118,11ty.
Klett (1951-1958), Silverman (1957), Havran and Stauffacher

(19';4), Kellehet· (19;';8) four,d indica tiona the. t 80ci&.1 desirability

SCOl~es

play all insignificant role in ":;PFS item rcspona6s.

OOI~ah,

Feldman, Cohen, Gruen, f:1cadow and Ringwal1 (1950),

auci Osgood (1954), Feldraan and Corah (1960), Dicken (1959),

HO\IOS

and C:t>onbach (1960) b.ave found indioations suggesting that the
faotor of social dosiI'ability was still an important influenoe in

choosing one of the two pt.-tired statements.

TOOoe authors sug-

gested that social desirability is not equal in some item pairs.
Anastasi (1961) found tha:t, while there were significant
dii'ferencesln social desirability scule va.lues of paired items,

oorrelat;ion of the fifte5n BPPS scores with the sooial desir-

ability soale are

lO'WEn~

tha.n those of oth;;.r· inventor'io s..

Only

.05

level

two of the EPPS correlations werG significant at the
and the se we:l"'e low (.32).

on the

oth':)l~

The :t-ff{PI and the Gui1ford-Zim.llorman,

hand, have reoeived social 'l83irabl1ity soal,3 '," ...... ~

ue s yielding a Irillnber vJ." IJorre·la tiona between
(Ed~ards

.50

and .80

1957, 1953).

In summary, it seems tl'l&.t the Ii tfn"atm"3 generally su.ggeata
that an alert subjeot cd.n, to a limited extent, present himself

in a

som~what

favorable light if he is motivated to do so.
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Reliability
Edwards found reliability coefficients by the split half
method, or methods of internal c:Jnsistency for the fifteen personality variables in the high seventies and low

eightie~.

Test-

retest reliability coeffioients or stability coefficients based
on records of a group of 89 students who took the EPPS twice,
a one week interva.l separating the two administrations, were
found ranging from the high seventies to the mid eighties.
Score intercorrolations were found by Edwards to be satisfactorily low.

The highest was

.46

and many were close to zero.

Many of the intercorrelations were nega.tive, probably a necessary result of the forced choice technique.
Mann (1958) attempted to

st~dy

the relation between the 15

variables which the EPPS purports to measure and a series of
self-ratings on these same varia.bles.

It was concluded ttl.at:

1) the EPPS has satisfactory test-retest reliahility;
2) the EPPS correlates with self-ratings on the variables

which it purports to measure;

3) the SPPS does not correlate with ideal self-ratings
on the variableswhich it purports to measure.
The reliability coefficit;)nts given by ':':dwards (1959 J for
the EPPS were s')mewhat higher than those

foun~l

by Mann.

this

discrepanoy may be due to the d if1'erence 1n the interval between
test and retest for the two sets of data.

Edwards reported an

2"

interval of one week bet\..J"een test and retest..
based upon a three week interval..

Mann's study was

Klett (1957) however, found,

in an independent study, that the split-half reliability ooefficients of the EPPS were also

so~what

lower than the oorres-

ponding ooefficients reported by Edwards in thd EPPS Manual

(1954).

bo""von these lower ooef.t'icients ers l"eas)nably high for

test reliability of a personality test.
Validitz
Val id1 ty is often defined as the extent to whioh the inven"
tory aotually measures what it is purported to measure.
Edwards (1959) observed that oorrelations between EPPS
scores and self-ratings or rating by peers (presented in the
manual as validating studies). While interesting in terms of
studying the oharaoterist1os of suooessful and unsuooessful predietors, would not "add anything to an

understan11n;~

1ables purporte1ly being measured by the inventory.';

1959, p. 21).

of th9

'I! ~r-

(Edwards,

!Sllis (1946) noted that the usefulness of eel'lier

personality inventorjgs,

~he

validity of whioh depended on self-

report, has been disappoint1ng.
E

Edwards oited in the manual as validational, some slight

evidence of correlation between various subseales of the gpPS
and:

a) the

S

ooial11 deswable end of the Guilford-Ha.rtin Per-

sonnel Inventory; and b) high scores on the Taylor Manifest
Anxiety Seale, regarded as sooially undes1rable.
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Edwards also included in his manual some behavioral descriptions which might be regarded as tenclinG, c1inic£;11j. to
validate

f30me

parts of the EFPS.

Such instances of EPP;3 subsoale

tTvalidatinntf, although interesting and. clinicu. lly holpful, do not

soun:I 9rrfpirlcal evidence of validity.

fU.l'nit;h

p. 517), stated that Ilthe vH.lidity data

l,....

Anastasi (1961,

eported in the manual

aI'a s() m.eagel' a.nd tange:ntial a.s to b~>; virtually negli~ibla."
Berl'ihar'dt (1960, p. )68), stater:
~.1'

"::t

seems clear from

a

5af' revie"l of pertinent studies, ths t efforts to validate sub-

scales of the EPPS in e ithe.J? overt be'ha"'.rior· or in
jectiv\.7 test scores have not pr'oceeded ve)."":,: far."

l..... elated

pro-

Wha.t, appar ...

ently, i5 necessary is car-eful investigation of the relation-

ships between El'F'S subsoaL: soores and independently obtained
rele.ted behavior.

Since the publication of the test .. howevel""' ..

a. nUlllb·n" of independent studies ot

cOnCurl~',3nt

and of construot

validity huve produced pEu'tly positiv!J and par'tly nega.tive findings.

Some recent empirically respectable studies hs.ve given

some indication 01'
sub scale s.

v~l1idity regal~ding

quite a few of

th~

.c;PFS

Too so studies will be discue-sed itl the folloijving

section.
Rationale,

£9!: ysim

~ ~

.!!. !.

Measur~

!?!

~e.2endenc.z

Edwards (1959, p. 19), states in his ro.a.nual "It will be

of interest to determine whether certain 0f the personality
variables measured by the EPPS will differentiate among groups
••••••••

"
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A brief examination of the literature is now in order to
see if ani why the EPPS is a proper

reseal~ch

tool with regard

to the primary hypothesis of this study regar1ing ftdependenoy."
Zuokerman. Marvin and Levitt (1961) noted that widely varying or differing teohniques olaim to measure the same hypothetioal variable - dependency, but in f aot, the sa technique s do not
correlate with each other.

This was interpreted by the authors

as indioative of a lack of construct validity.

The authors used

the EPPS scale s of Deference, Succorance, Abasement, Autonomy
and Dominanoe as relevant to their concept of Dependency and as
a criterion for being dependent.

A combination or ratio score

was formed by o01ilVerting the raw soores to Edwards f standard
scores and taking the ratio of Deferenoe, Suooorance, Abasement,
to the total sum of all five soores.
The authors found that using combination scores, the self ...
ratings, questionairres, and the EPPS scores on the five scales,
correlated significantly (.68) with peer ratings.

It was also

found that the magnitude of the validity oorrelations tended to
drop as a function of the indirectness of the tests.
Milan (1959) used the EPPS in an attempt to see if any
one of the EPPS scales significantly differentiabed an uloer
group from a group with mixed psychiatric symptoms.

He found

!

'.

that uloer patients on the BPPS soored lower on Ach1evom8nt
and higher on Change than the othar group.

He concluded that

the EPPS is sensitive to significant dimensions of psyohopath-
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ology, and that it is a potentially
in this field.

u~~ful

research instrument

Zuckerman and Grosz (1958) found significant

difference on the EPPS scalo soores between a group of "suggestable tt subjects and a group of "non-suggestable" subjects.
'..~ ... .:.

former group

obt).~.ned

slgnif'ioantly lowazt scores on the Au.to-

nomy scale of the EPPS than did the latter group.

s. tendency from the

ff

Also noted was

suggestive l1 group to be hie-,her on the Suc-

corance scale of the ,!:PI'S.
Suggestability also has been shown to relate to hypnotizability.

Murray (1938) reported a study relating hypnotizability

to personality needs.

Hypnotizability was found to correlate

.43 with a need for Deference and

-.44

with a need for Autonomy.

J:t'ilrnea:ux suggested the Sway Test as a predict'Jr ot hypnotizability_

It was found by Eysenck and Furneaux to lead highly

on a factor of "primary suggestability."
Zuckerman and Grosz (1958) decided to oompare relevant personality needs of hi@.l and low groups on the Sway Test, on the
assumption that suggestab11ity is r elated to dependency traits.
rhe EPPS scales of Deference, Autonomy and Succoranoe were used
(acoording to White's study) to measure "dependency."

Deference

land Succorance seem. to mea.sure "dependency". while Autonomy
~ould

seem to measure its antithesis.

The low swayers scored

significantly higher on the Autonomy soale of the EPPS than
liid the high swayers.
~igher

'llhe high swayers scored significantly

on Suocorance attributed to the hero in TAT stories.
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The findings from these two studies are congruent and suggest that a person who is suggestable may have strong dependency
needs;

'tfhile a person who resists suggestions may have stronger

needs for independence or autonomy.

Also, the findings suggest

that the EPPS is an adequate measure of the concept of dependenoy.
This and other studies suggest that the EPPS might be useful in
predioting behavioral tendencies related to the conoept of dependency.

Zuokerman (1958) found that his "Rebellious Group" of

student nurses was signifioantly higher on the oombination of
Autonomy, Dominanoe and Aggression (EPPS) soale than his "Dependent Groupsn and significantly lower than the "Dependent
Groups" on the combination of Deference, Succ.orance, and Abasement scales.

Zuolmrman found the :8PPS Autono:m:y and Abasement

scales to be the most effective in distinguishing between tlRe_
bellious" and the "Con1'ormist and Dependenttt groups.
Bernardin and Jesser (1957) attempted to validate experimentally the oonstruot of "dependency" as a variable in performance on the EPPS.

The authors ackomiTlodge that the EP?S does

not direotly measure dependency as a variable but two of the
val~iables

measured t Deferenoe and Autonomy I appeared to tb.a

authors to be related to their definition 01' "dependency."

f'(Ihe

definition is based upon a review of the literature in which (,v.r. . siderable agreement was found as to what is meant by dependenoy.
Three properties of dependency were specified:

reliance on oth-

ers for approva.l; reliaroe on others fer help; and conformity
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to the opinions and demands 0.1" othEL'S.

Three experiments were

conduoted. each to measure a different property of dependenc-y,
and a total of 110 subjeots was involved.
erties were supported by the results.

The first two prop-

Group

conform~<ty

did not

,.. . . .!ferentiate the " dc, pendent" from the "independe nt It group 41
Those who scored high on Deference arrl low on Autonomy on the
EPPSwere "dependent" and those with high scores on Autonomy
and low SCQl"es on Deference were tllndependent."

Bernhardt (1960)

criticized the above study for cil"cular and arbitrary selection
of subjects and controls.

Baohrach felt that the above study

oontributed to the oonstruot validity of the BPPS

Auton~my

and

Deference scale s and indica'bions were noted of the poss ible use
of the EPPS for researoh studies in personality.

The above study

seems, however', to be one of the more adequate studies.
ployed

l'

wri~~ert S

It em-

elatively empirical anri objeotive measures, and in the
opi:don, was quite thorouo;h.

Gisvold (1958) attempted to determine the empirical vali1i-

ty of the Autonomy and Deference subsoales of the EPPS, usin: a
3roup situation developed bJ Asch, to measure c:mformity behavior as the oriterion.
relation of

-.54.

He reported

.findin:~

a product moment cor-

significant at the .02 lavel, obtaining be-

tween AutODOlny saore on the EPPS and c::mfJrming response 1n suocessive line judging groups.
oollege students.

.17

Each Group was composed of four

The Deferenae correlation,. however. was only

and not significant at the

.05

level.

Gisvold (l958.

p.447),

II'
'I

I,

!,I
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concluded that there was Ita high degree of assurance that the
Autonomy subscale is

measu.rln~'\

the need f or Autonomy as described

by Edwar~sff but that a person havini3 need for deferonce need not

necessarily display an e01).8.1 need to c)nform to group situations.
Sinc(: t however, the two subscule s were regarded as v irttlUlly the
opposite of each other, the d:Lsorepancy in corl'elations is not
clear to this investigator.

In addition, the GPPS was adminis-

tered \;lthin e. tt"1O-week period after the behavioral
ocnfo!'n'1i ty was obtained.

meaStU"3

of

It is assUJJled that both vlere adminis-

tered by the same experimenter.

The a.bove procedure was n;)t dia-

oussed, a.nd the possible vurL.bles th,lS introduced were, it can
only be assumed, n:yt c:mtrollcrl.

At least no controls regardinr:;

the situation were mentioned.
HellEn~

(1960) found in his stu1y that the EPPS seales of

SUCCOl'snce, Defel'ence

o.n'~

descript iVG

bah.avior.

~ependent

Autonomy measured conscious s01f-

Marlol-l (195,::') found lI1'ield indep:3ndence" to be p0,91tlv,';ly

correlated

\IT

ith the EPPS scals of Intraception and. neLatively

correlated with the scale

0,;:'

Succorance.

Merrill (1956) found indications that a high Succorance and a
high Heterosexuality score, a.nd to a lesser extent, a high Abase-

ment score, combined l'liith a him Heterose}",'ultiy score,

iden+'~.

fied those in a group who scored espeCially high on a dependency
scale.

'l'hose with high

Sl.~cc0ranco

scores were

slP1ilar to those \.; ith high Abasement scores w
J _
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\.]ei8S and Emmerich (1962) reported that Succori!lnce on the TAT
and A8ch's conformity maasure refer to t he same construct of dependQ:1cy according to a study by Kagan and Mussen (1956) who
found a positive relation between these two meaSUI'19S in male
under-graduates.
Navran (1951), Munt (1960). and Lolli (1961) , all refer' to
the alcoholic's intense fear of dependency for whi'ch he really
longs.
to the

These writers see dependency as being a ne,ad unacceptable
a.] <~oholic

and suggest the presence of internal conflict

over dependency.

The literature, in general, presunts a picture

of the alcoholic as denying dependency needs.

These needs are

felt to threaten the alcoholic to such all extent that he may be
unaware of them or, at least, of the degree of such needs as existing in himself.
If an individual is unaware of a certain need as existing
within himself, or if he views this need as unacceptable to himself and to others, such a need may not be accurately measured
by means of a self-report inve ntory.

Self-report inventor iss are,

it has been suggested by some, vulnerable to
tion of one t s self in a fa.vorable light.

tt

fakiIlFj" or presenta ...

In addition, they are

not designed to proba deeply into the personality.

Button (1956),

howevor, noted that alcoholic s tended to score Ithightt on tho

£!!.-

(dependency) scale of the MJl 1PI, alghough not significantly higher
J

than normals.

Button interpreted this data as tending to r'e-

liably substantiate the hypotheslzed dependency of alcoholics.
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He also interpreted it as indioative of their lack of oonoern
over dependenoy.
A thorough examin£t.t.ion of the literatlll"e suggests to the
writer that the EPPS 1s a fairly adequate measm;-e of "dependenoy" with partioular referenoe to the EPPS soalos of Sucoorance,
Deferenoe, Abasement and Autonomy.

SUMMARY
ffDependenoy~,

in the literature, has been very olosely a.sso-

ciated with the alooholio.

(Zwerling, 1959),(Witkin, at al,

1959),(Lemert, 1962), (MoCord and MoCord, 1959).
The present study a.ttempts to examine the concept - "dependenoy", which empirical investigation has shown to exist in most
alooholios to a somewhat exaggerated degree - to examine it as it
exists in alooholics at Chica,_c, t s Alcoholic Trea. tment Center.
The researoh tool was the Edwards Persona.l Preference Sohedule.
The Sohecule was discussed in terms of Norms, Social DesirabilitY'l
Reliability and Validity.
Norms were found to be somewhat inadequate.

In particular,

larger samples and speoifio group norms are necessary.
Hegarding social desirability, the literature generally suggests that an alert subject can, to a limited extent, present himself in a somewhat favorable light if he is motivated to do so.
The literature seems to indicate that the EPPS has reason-
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ably adequate reliability.

Validity findings were less favorable

however, recent imperically respectable studies have given some
indication of adequate validity
scales.

~egarding

quite a few of the EPPS

The four scales used in the present study. :.utonomy.

Deference, Succorance J ani Abasement, were fOUM in exam.ination
of the literature to have ar.:-:>arently adequate ,ralldity..

In ad-

dition, the literature suggested that the EPPS is a fairly adequate measure of "dependency" with particular reference to the
four scales mentioned above.

I

CHAPTER III
THE PR OBLEr·~ AND PR OCEDUR3

Research Tool
-The ........................
.........
.,;;;;,..;;"

The Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS) is a pencil
and paper type of instrument "designed primarilyl1 according to
its authors,

n as

an instrument for research and counseling pur-

poses, to provide quick and convenient measures of a numbor of
relatii\1"ely independent normal personality variables."

(Edwards,

1959) •

The EPPS statements and the variables that these statements
attempt to measure are derived from a list of manifest needs presented by H. A. Murray (1938) and others.
the variables are those used by Murray.
variables are as follows:

The names assigned to
The fifteen personality

1) achievement (to do one's best);

2) deference (to seek the help and advice of others); 3) order
(to be neat and organized);
command attention);

5)

4)

exhibition (to be loud and to

autonomy (to be independent of others in

making decisions); 6) affiliation (to bo loyal to friends);

7) intraception (to analyze one's own motives and observe others); 8) sucoorance (to be helped when in trouble); 9) dominanoe
(to be a leader and to argue for

on(~'s

point of view); 10) abase-

ment (to have guilt fe611ngs - to feel inferior);

11) nurturance

(to help friends in trouble); 12) change (to do new and different
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things); 13) endurance (to stick

14)

t~

one job until it is finished);

heterosexuality (to be sexually excited and to be in

love

with the opposite sex); 15) aggression (to attack contrary points
of viewl.
Definition

£!

Dependency

Any definition of a concept being measured cannot be separated from the research tool which purports to measure that concept.

The concept in this instance is "dependencyll

am

the re-

search tool is the Edwards Personal Preferenoe Scale (EPPS).
Four seales in the EPPS are being used in this study as measures
of "dependency."

Tbe se seale s are:

Deference, and Autonomy.

Succorance, Abasement,

That which ttle se scales purport to
I

measure must, then, constitute the definition of "dependency" in
the present study.
Sucoorance is defined as follows:

To have others provide

help when in trouble, to seek encouragement from others, to have
others be kindly, to have other s be sympathetic and understan:ling
about personal problems, to receive a great deal of eJ.'fection
from others, t; have others do favors cheerfully, to be helped
by others when depressed, to have others feel sorry when one is
Sick, to have a fuss made over one when hurt.
Abasement:

To feel guilty when one does something wrong,

to accept blame when things do not go right, to feel that personal pain and misery suffered doe s more good than harm, to

I
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feel the need for punishment ror wrong-doing, to feel better
when giving in and avoiding a fight than when having one t s own
way, to feel the need for

C

infession of errors, to feel depressed

by inability to handle situations, to feel timid in the presenoe of superiors, to feel inferior to others in most respeots.
Deferenoe:

To get suggestions from others I t o find out what

others think, to follow instructions and do what is expected, to
praise other s, to tell other s that they have done a good job, to
accept the leadership of others, to read about great men, to conform to austom and avoid the unoonventional, to let others make
deoisions.
Autonomy:

To be able to come and go as desired, to say what

one thinks about things, to be independent of others in making de
cisions, to feel free to doiIDat one wants, to do things that are
conventional, to avoid situations where one is expeoted to

CO%li'C·

form, to do things without regard as to what others may think, to
criticize those in positions of authority, to avoid responsibilities and obligations.
A "dependent" person may then bo said to be one who tends
to look to others to provide help, enoouragement and sympathy
when he is in trouble; one who needs considerable affeotion. He
is likely to :feel guilty an-} a need to oonfess wi.len he feels he
hus done wrong.
wron~

He is quiok to blame himself when things go

and feels a need to be punished for his wrong-doings.

He
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tends to give in rather than to fight for his oonviotions and
to feel depressed over his inability to handle certain situa·
tions.

He often feels inferior to others and is likoly to be

largely influenced and guided in his actions by the opinions of
others and to gladly accept the leadership and dacisions of
others.

He feels better when conforming to oustom and avoiding

the unconventional.
~

Hypothesis
The present study 1s primarily concerned with possible dif-

ferences between alcoholics and thoir non-alcoholic brothers
with regard to the concept of dependency as measured by the EPPS.
Put in the null form, this reads:

no differences obtain between

alcoholios and their non-alcoholic brothers on the trait of dependency as measured by the EPPS scales of Suocoranoe, Abasement,
and Deference, and its antithesis as measurEd by the EPPS scale
of Autonomy.
Oollectins

~

£!i!

The EPPS was administered to twenty male alcoholics who were
at the time of the administration voluntary patients at Chicago 1 s
Alcoholic Treatment Center.

The Oenter is a 75 bed. hospital for

alcoholics operated by the City of Chicago.

The same Schedule

was administered to twenty male non-alcoholics who were blood
brothers of the above twenty alooholics.
included in the study were hospitalized

The alcoholic pa.tients
~t't

tr.te Cent,:;lr for at
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least ten days before the administration of the SChedule.

The

study was, neoessarily, limited to those patients who agreed to
take part and whose non .. alooholic brothers agreed to take part.
'r'he patient s included in the study were diagnosed by the Center

staff as alcoholic and not presently psychotio.

The oriteria for
i

diaenosis of "alooholic tl patients was sim.ilar to that of Hosanoff

,
,
, I

(1938).
1.

2.

Consumption of' alooholio b(;;verages ha.s resulted
for this individual in serious physiosl and :3'·~ ];11
diffioulties: negleot of work, losing jobs, minor
violations of the law, and domestio diffioulties.
Consumption of alooholio beverages has reaohed a
point where the individual is no longer in complete
oontrol of the amount of alcohol ingested.

The criteria for classification of "non-alooholio" (brothers
of patients) was 1.

By the individual's own word and that of his alcoholio bI-other that the consumption of alcoholio
beverages has not resu.lted for this individual in
serious physical and social diffioulties: negleot
of work, losing jobs, minor violations of the law
and domestic difficulties"

2.

Cons~~ption of alooholio beverages has not reaohed
a point where the individual is no longer in complete oontrol of the amount of aloohol ingested.

In addition, the study was limited to inolude only those brothers

Who

resided in Metropoll tan Chioagolan.1; who were within

five years of the patient's age; who were raise] in the same rela
tive environment as the alooholio - same fum!ly, pa.rsvt s or parent or guardian and home for a substfmtiul len!?:th of time.
Where a patient had two or more brothers qualifying aooord-

'III

"I
I"

ing to the above standards for inclusion in the study, one

\<18.S

arbitrarily chosen, usually the one closest to the age of the
patient ..

!h!

Experimental GrouE (Alooholic)
The experimenta.l group consisted of 20 alcoholic in-pa.tients.
The mean age of this group was

(tor both groups)

44 •.5

years.

45.3 years; the median was

The group rangerl in age from 28

to 60 years.

The mean number of years of schooling completed was 11.0;
the median bein0 11.2.

The range extended from

7 years

to

14.5

years.
The mean length of time that the group resided in the home
situation with parents or guardians was 2.5.10 year's.
extended from

The range

14 to 55 years.

The Control Group (Non-alcoholic)
The control group consisted of 20 non-alcoholic, non-hospitalized, brothers of the individuals compOSing the experimental
group.

44.5.

'l'Ilt! moan a?~e of this group was 414..8; the median age was

The group ranged in age from 26 to 62 years.

The mean

numbel~

01' year's ot.' schooling completed 'was 12.2 t

the median being 11.5.

The range extended f'rO;(i 8 years to 10

years.
The mean number of years that the group

situation with parents or guardians was

I'

24.65

eside'3. in the home
years.

Thexnnge

'1

,]
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Table 1
Summary and Comparison of Personal Data on Subjeots
Alcoholio

Non-alooholic

t*

Age
M

45.2$

44.: 1,0

Md

44.$0

44.50

S.D.

7.47

7.89

Range

28 ..60

26-62

.60
III

I

Eduoation

J

I

M

11.03

12.20

14d

11.20

11.50

2.49
7...14.5

2.71
Q 18
u-

25.10

24.65

S.D.

9.63

4.97

Range

14-55

17-37

White

18

18

Negro

2

2

S.D.
Range

-1.92

No. of Years
in Home
M

Raoe

*t values not signifioant at .0$ level

.32

I
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extended from 19 to 37 years.
The patient was interviewed personally by the writer, usually
several

d~ys

after his admission to the hospital.

He was, at

this time, questioned briefly regarding the possibility of his
inclusion in the study.

If all the qualifications were fulfilled,

the writer requested the patient's permission to oontaot his nonalcoholio brother.

If permission was granted, the brother was

then contaoted by phone in the following manner, without exception:
Good -------, sir. My name is Laurenoe Miller,
I'm a student .at Loyola University and am a staff
member at Chioago's Alooholic Treatment Center. The
Treatment Center is presently conducting research,
with the aim of trying to uncover something regarding alcoholism. Your brother, a patient at the Center,
has agreed to participate in the project, an"1 has
given us permission to contaot you. Would you be able
to participate.
Well, what we are doing is asking the patients
and one of their brothers to fill out a "Yes" and
lINo" type inventory. The names of the people are
of no c'Jnsequence and, therefore, are not included
in the report. What we are trying to do is to OOMpare a large group of the completed inventories of
alcoholios and brothers of alcoholics to see if there
are any similar'ities or differences. We hope that
suoh studies as this will shed some light on the
problem of alCOholism.
I! the non-alcoholic brother agreed to take part in the study.
an appointment was made to meet with him in order to administer
the Schedule.

The Schedule was administered at the Center where

possible, and at the home of the brother where it was not convenient for him to come to the Center.

I

III!!
I,
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The SChedule was administered to the patient s at the hospital
during the period 10 days to
the hospital.

4 weeks after their entrance into

It was felt by the medical staff that 10 days was

sufficient for the patient to be in satisfactory health and presence of mind to accurately respond to the que stlonnaire.

VJhere

there was some doubt, the patient's physician was consulted.
All administrations were done in person by the writer.

The

standardized procedure was followed.
The completed protocols were scored by the writer, using the
standardized method and equipment provided by Edwards through the
Psychological Corporation.
Statistical Treatment
The results of the study were treated statistically in the
followin:f; manner:

An analysis of variance technique (McNamara,

1962, p. 318) was employed, vdth l' egaI'd to the four scales used
in the present study, to measure dependency_

This was done pri-

marily in order to determine whether the four scales I combined,
or taken as a whole, Significantly differentiated the two groups.
In addition, the analysis of variance method was employed in
order to see if there was any significant varia tion due to interaction between the two groups and the four scales used to measure

I
,I

dependency.
A third purpose was to find whether or not the four scales
used in the present study to mea.sure de,;:'Emdenc:i

I

varia cl signi-
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flcantly among themselves.

i

tests for correlated means 01cUamara, 1962, p. 101) were

used on all 16 EP?S scale s in order to establish whether or not
the means of t:10 two groups on the scale s, taken individually,
were significantly differentiated.

i

tests were also performed in an effort to see if the

means of tha t".'10 groups differed significant ly regarding age,
eduoational level, and number of years in the home or parental
situation.

CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS
The

of the study are summarized in Table 2.

~esults

standard deviations, and

Means,

i scores are presented for all 16 EPPS

scales.
The alcoholics and their non-alcoholic brothers in the present study were not significantly differentiated regarding dependency as measured by the combined EPPS scales of Deferenoe, Autonomy, Sucoorance, and Abasement.

In other words, one group dId

not appear, to a significant degree, to be more or less dependent than the other.

1:.

The data provided by the particular prooe-

dure used in this study led to the acceptanoe of the null hypothesis stated earlier' in Chapter I.
Referring to Table 2, it can be seen that the alcoholic and
non-alooholic groups differed significantly between means on only
two EPPS scales.

These scales are Dominance, at the .02 level,

in which the non-alcoholic group scored higher; anl Heterosexuality, at tbe

.05 level, in which the alcoholic group scored
I
I

significantly higher.
The alcoholic group obtained somewhat higher, though not significantly higher, means than the non-alcoholic group on the follow in:; scales:

Autonomy (13.7 to 12.), Intraception (15.0 to

14.0), Succorance (12.5 to 10.6), Abasement (16.9 to 16.0),
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Table 2
CO'""'Parison of Alcoholios L'i.r,J KOrl-&lcoholics on the gpPS

-

...::~':----.

~'--"""'-'"-

.....

_._,

Alcoholic
'It"

""

1.. Achievement

14.600

2 .. Deference

13.600

3. Order

13.250

4.

11.80()

Exhibitiou

5 .. Autono:m.y

13.750

6" Affilia:;,:;ion

11.650

7.

15.250

Intraception

8 .. Sueco:ra,GCO

12~:+50

9., Dominance

13", 300

10. Abasement

16,'.150

11. N'ur-turance

ll.j. .. 850

**t value significant at .02 level
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Table 2 Continued
Comparison of Alcoholics and Non-alcoh""11cs on the EPP3

--=--===- .-=.===============::==========

:~

Alcoholio

Uon-alcoholic

M

t~~_

S.D ..

t

12 .. Change

14.

,YVi
v

13 '00'"\
~

.....

.859

13 .. Endurance

16 .. 750

16 • .500

2 .. lLl-8

.116

Heterosexua11ty

15.550

11. (·~O

1 .. 634

2.256*

Aggression

12.150

..,?:
.1...) •

1.5)9

.695

.511

.. 117

I

i,

L'i~ •

15.

•

__ -.,...!

Consistency Score

0."lf"\;

c.

j

.,.'

1.165

-.....

.... -,,..

---~-

~:·t

--~.-------~.~~,--

value signi,fioant at .. 05 lavel

..f-:-

co

J,.

I
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Change (14.0 to 13.0).

The non-alcoholic group obte.ined higher

means on the following scales:

Achievement (16.0 tC) 14.6),
I

Deference (11+.6 t.o 13.b), Order 13.0 to 1)+.0), Affil"iation (13.0
to 12.0), Nurturance (16.0 to 15.0), Aggression (13.0 to 12.0),
and Consistency (12.1 to 11.5).

The t\\TO groups obta.ined identi-

cal means on the following two scales:

Exhibition (12 to 12) and

Endurance (17 to 17)
The means of the two groups did not differ significantly regarding the variables of age, educational level, and number of
years in the home or pa.rental situation, at any comm:)nly accepted
level of confidence.
The results of the analysis of variance indicate that the
four scales used to measure dependency vary considerably among
themselves (1<'. ratio signlficant at the .001 lev81).

These re-

sults suggest tha.t the four scale s comb ined, \..rhile measuring
dependency as defined in the present stu1y, m.ay also: measure
I

something else at the same time.

At least, each scale appears
I

to measure a very sip;nifictlntly different aspecht of dependency ••
No significant variation due to intera.ction between V:(: \:

,J.

groups and the tour sc&les used to measure dependency was :found.

III
III
1I1I
I

il

lill.

1.1111:
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Table .3
Analysis of Variance on the Four Scales
~'leastu"ing

"Dependency" of the Alcoholic

and Non-alcoholic Groups

!

Source

Sum of Squares

d f

Varianoe
Eauima-ze

F
I

'il,.

R

692.15

19

36.42

B

.23

1

.23

c

22!~14.35

7471.45

Interaction: RB

437.03

3
19

Interaction: liO

1200.40

57

21.06

Interaction: BO

75.53
1026.23

.3

25.18

57

18.00

2$845.92

159

Interaction: REO

Total

*

Signifioant at .001 level

23.00

IIi

.0005
18.67{~

II
!

III

'If,'

Table

4

"

If
"

Means of the EPPS Variables for Edwards' Adult Male Sample
and Those of Adult Males in the Present Study
d

,

1. Aohievement

14.60

14.79

16.05

2. Deference

13.60

14.19

14.60

3. Order

13.25

14.69

13.95

4. Exhibition

11.80

12.75

11.90

5. AutononI1

13.75

14.02

12.25

6. Affiliation

11.65

14.51

13.00

1. Intraception

15.25

14.18

14.45

8. Succorance

12.45

10.78

10.60

9. Dominance

13.30

14.50

17.20

10. Abasement

16.95

14.59

16.00

11. Nurturanoe

14.85

15.67

15.55

12. Change

14.00

13.87

13.00

13.

16.75

16.97

16.50

14. Heterosexuality

15.55

11.21

11.75

15. Aggression

12.15

13.06

13.20

11.55

11.35

12.15

Consistency Score
a Present study Sample

II:,I!II'

'I:

~

11" 11

Edwards t
Sample

Enduranc~

1

i, 'II ;

Alooho1ic a

Variable

:;,111

Non-a1ooho1ic a

1,1:1

Iii

CHAPTER

V

DISCUSSION

The results of the present study suggest that male alcoholics
and their non-alcoholic brothers, matched as to age, educational
level, and number of years in the home or parental situation, do
not differ significantly in terms of dependency.

Dependency was

measured by the four EPPS seales of Deference, Autonomy, Succorance, and Abasement, taken in combination.
These results may be due to an actual inSignificant difference between the two groups regarding dependency needs.

It also

is possible that the measures of dependenoy employed in the present study were unable to measure the need for dependenoy at the
level in which it may exist in the alcoholic.
In the present study the alcoholic group scored relatively
hieher (6Sth percentile) on the Succoranoe scale, though not significantly higher than the non-alcoholio group.

In addition, the

Succoranoe scale score of the alcoholios in the present study was
somewhat higher than that of Edwards t adult male normative sample.
The Sucooranoe soale, by definition (Edwards 1959), seems to the
writer to be the most similar (of the four scales used in the
p;resenn study) to the oonoept of "dependenoy" as generally defined in the literature.

This "high" soore on the Suoooranoe
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soale obtained by the alcoholic group may be related to the find ....
ings of Button (1956).
score high on the

.2!.

Button

n~ted

a tendency for alcoholios to

(dependenoy) soale of th) ID1PI, t1': :"'>'-':'-1 ,ot

significantly higher than "normals."

This would tend to suggest

that the EPPS is, at least sOM'lwhat, able to measure the need fer
dependenoy at the level in which it may exist in the alcoholio.
If suoh is the oase, the results in the present study may be
due to an aotual insignificant difference between the two groups
regarding dependency needs.

No studies involving siblings in re-

lation to alcoholism appear in the literature to which such

fin~

ings could be related or contrasted.
The alooholic and non-alcoholio groups were found to differ
significantly between means on two scales.

Dominance at the .02

level in which the non-alcoholio group scoreej higher, and Heterosexuality at the

.05

level in which the alcoholic group scored

higher.
The inclusion of the Dominance scale in the present study, as
a part of the measure of dependency J might have resulted in the
significant, or near-significant differentiation of the

tHO

grtrJups

The Dominanoe scale, as defined by Edwards, could, it seems to
the v/ritar I have been employed as a partial measure of dependency_
It was not

80

employed in the present study because very few stud-

ies in the literature, relative to the present one, used the Dominanoe scale as a measure of dependency.
One such study was done by Marlowe (1958) who employed the
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Dominance scale EPPS as part of his measure of field independence.
Marlovle found that the Dominance scale failed to yield significant correlation.

Another such study was by Zucherman,Levitt.

and Lukin (1961).

These authors employed the Dominance scale in

the EPPS, in combination with the Deference, Succorance, Abasement and Autonomy scales, as a measure of dependency.

The author

found the EPPS scores on the five scales correlated significantly

(.68) with peer ratings.
It is notable that the non-alcoholic group obtained considerably higher means on the Dominance scale than did Edwards' adult
male normative group.

This fact suggests the possibility that

the non-alcoholic group may be more dominant than the average
adult male.

Dominance may, then, for the non-alcoholic in the

present study, figure in a system of defense against unacceptable
dependency needs.

This system of defense would appear to be ab-

sent in the alcoholic who must deal in another way with
needs.

dependene~

Alcohol may then be a part of the system employed by the

alcoholic to deal with such needs.

In addition, the effect of

hospitalization in the case of the alcoholic group must be considered in any attempt to explain the lower scores obtained by
this group.

The hospital setting may be one which discourages

Dominance and encourages its antithesis.

It must also be noted.

however, that the mean score of the alCOholic group was not far
below that of Edwards' adult male normative group.
The alcoholic group scored significantly higher on the Heter-
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asexuality scale.

The literature concerning alcoholism and sex-

uality seems to be largely psychoanalytically dominated in tha.t
latent homo sexual i ty is generally supposed to be preRent tTl p,lcoholics.

Evidence of this seems to come primarily from the clin-

loc.l.case stud1e s of psychoanalytically oriented psychologists
and psychiatrists.
writers.

This tra'H tional belief is disputed by some

"Two traditional analytic hypotheses oonoerning the

etiology of alcoholism, (infant!le ort.l gratifioation and latent
homosexuality) who',lld be viewed with skepticism."
p. 55).

(Pitman, 1959,

Empirically, it appears diffioult, if not impossible, to

measure the "latent homosexuality" in the etiology of the alcoholio.

While latent homosexuality may well be involved in the etio-

logioal patterns of some alooholios, to posit it as even universally related to alooholism, let alone as a universal explanation
of alooholism, seems highly unwarrented from the present data.
In general, it seems to the writer, that strict empirioal evidenoe that latent homosexuality is present as a general characterWall (1936) noted that the relationa of alooholios to the opposite sex are charaoterized by
isti.c in alcoholics is lacking.

st~tking

over-compensations, consisting of many women in their

lives, early heterosexual relationships and general tlDon Juan"
type behavior.
Other studies have found that alcoholics have considerable interest in the opposite sex.

The writer's own experience with al-

coholics seemed to bear out this latter finding.

This interest,
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however, seems to be accompanied by an emotional inability to
adequately handle close relationships with the opposite sex, particularly within the marital situation.
The higher Heterosexuality score in the population of the
present study may also have been related to the pl'imarlly male
atmosphere of the hospital setting.
Merrill and Heather (1956) found that a high Succorance ?nd
a. high Heterosexuality score, and to a lesser extent, a high

Abasement score and a high Heterosexuality score on the EPPS, apparently identified those in the group who scored especially high

-

on de (dependency) scale on the :m.!PI.

In addition, the authors

interpreted the data as suggesting that a high Heterosexuality
score on the EPPS was related to a lack of adjustment rather than
to adjustment in the sexual sphere.
The comparison of siblings in cases where one is alcoholic
and the other is not seems to the writer to be a fruitful area ot
research.

This 1s an aspect of research concerning alcoholism in

which appa.rently little has been done.
in this vital area will be for·thcoming.

It is roped that research

CHAPTEr;

VI

SUMHARY
The Edwards Personal Prefel'anee Schedule (liPPS) was adminis-

;·,i
"

tered to twenty male alcoholics a.nd their blood brothers who were
non-alcoholics.

The two groups were matched in terms of age, eGU-

cation, race, and the DWIlbe.t' 01' years in the home or parental sit ..
uation.

It wus at tempted to find what, if any, quantitative dif-

ferences in EPPS scores could be found to differentiate the two
groups.

The principal concern was with the possible differences

between the two groups regarding dependency as measured by the
EPPS scales of SuccoI'ance, Abasement, Deference, and its antithesis, as

measUl~ed

by the Autonomy scale.

An analysis of variance

litiS

employed with regard to the four

scales used in the present study to measure dependency.

This was

done prirrmrily in order to detel'>mine whetrl<.lr the four scales,
taken as a whole, significantly differentiated the two gI"OUpS.
It was found th,a, t the two groups in the present study weJ:>e
not significantly differentiated l"egar'ding dependency as m()asured
by the above four EPPS scales taken in combination.

i

tests for

correlated means were employed with all 16 EPPS sca.les in order
to establish whether or not the means of' the two groups on th..:;.
various scales were significantly diffel'ent.
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The two groups differed significantly on only two scales:
Dominance, in which the non-alcoholic group was higher (.02 level)
and Heterosexuality, in which the alcoholic group was higher (.05
:':'evei).

None of the four scales used to l1leasure dependency, ta-

ken separately, significantly differentiated the two groups.
The results also suggested that, these fout' scales taken in
combine. tion, \vhile

~a3urin3

thing else at the sarne time.

dependency, ms.y also measure s,·,);- 3At least each scale appears to

measure a very signifioantly different

aspe(~

of dependency.
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Table 6
Information on Early
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